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COLOR CHARTS is a collection of coloring resources for colorists and artists. With over 60

single-sided color charts and practice pages, COLOR CHARTS has all you need to practice your

coloring skills and to record your favorite color combinations. At 8.5 x 11 inches, this generously

sized book will help you to organize and categorize your art supplies. A handy resource to keep on

hand so you never forget which colors you used to make that perfect shade or blend!  Loads of

color charts for practice are included, covering a wide range of subjects! Practice coloring skin, hair,

eyes, clothes, flowers, foliage, everyday items and much more! Color different surfaces and

textures, from metal to hair to fabric. Perfect for users of colored pencils, artist markers, gel pens,

crayons, and more! Single-sided pages ensure that any media can be used for coloring without

worry. Sharpen your coloring skills with COLOR CHARTS! Revised edition, now with more pages

for recording your color collection with! Created by Yasmeen Eldahan, aka YamPuff, a coloring book

and digital stamp artist whose art has been colored in by colorists around the world!
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Created by Yasmeen Eldahan, aka YamPuff, a coloring book and digital stamp artist whose art has

been colored in by colorists around the world!

Contrary to another review who said that the book was only useful if you know what you are doing

but, for a "rank amateur" it was useless. and that you needed to buy some coloring guide,to show



you coloring techniqes, and that this book was useless without the other. I disagree with that

statement! It is just what a "rank amateur" needs. It never said it was a tutorial or a coloring tips

book. Well it would be good to have the 'Color Charts: A collection of coloring resources for colorists

and artists' to use along with the other book 'New Guide to Coloring for Crafts, Adult Coloring

Books, and Other Coloristas!: Tips, Tricks, and Techniques for All Skill Levels!', but it stands on it

own.There is no mistaking what the book is all about. It is just what it say's it is. A book for color

charts and record other coloring techniques. If you read the first two pages there is no way you

would not know how, and what to do with the book. Oh and let's not forget reading all of blurbs

before each section. Very Helpful. I haven't put mine to use yet but it is going to be soo helpful and

useful for me.There are ten pages of 72 spaces for a total of 720, to chart all of your coloring media,

ie.., pencils, markers, paints, chalks, you name it. What a great reference that will be in and of

itself.There are six pages of 12 spaces each (for a total of 72) with five lines to record color blends

you may try out. Practice, Practice, Practice.Wow spaces to try out different color blends on such a

wide variety of subjects, the exact wording is 'Color Practice'. There are several, and I shall use a

new line for each item..Hair: there are six pages of six spaces with a different hair style for each

page.Skin: there are six pages of six spaces with a different body part except three of the pages are

different poses of the face. The other pages are for the leg, arm, and torso.Eyes: there are six

pages of six spaces with each page a different view of the eye, and type of eye. They are more the

"Manga" type of eye, but still good for practice, practice, practice..Clothes: there are six pages of six

spaces with each page a different piece of clothing. Hair bow, jeans, dress, skirt, a top, and a

wedding veil and attire.Nature: there are six pages of six spaces with a page for each different item.

A page each for two different leaves, a shrub, a daisy, a rose and a cherry. Again practice, practice,

practice..Misc.,: Now comes more fun. There are eleven different pages with a different subject for

each page.. 1. A Cupcake, 2. Balloons, 3. Macaroons,4. A Wine glass with wine in it. How fun will

that one be?!, 5. A Ring, 6. A Circle, now that one is going to be fun to experiment with. Not going to

be easy, neither will the next one. 7. A Square, just like the circle will be fun to practice on.. , 8. A

Milkshake or a Dessert in a glass, whichever you want to call it or do it as, 9. A Coffee cup, now that

one will be fun to do, 10. A Pail, and finally 11. A Doughnut. That is a lot to practice on and

experiment with. Again that Practice, Practice, Practice... Have I said that already? Yup you got it..

Practice makes perfect!!Blank Charts: And the Last section of the book.., there are five pages with

six empty spaces with the five lines to do your own designs to practice blending on, other than what

is in the book or use for extras that are in the book. Your call.Now that I have got that all out.. it took

me long enough..lol. I hope this was a help to somebody. What a great reference this book will be to



whoever puts it to work, I know I sure intend to. There is plenty of space for whatever you may need

to do, and keep for a record. And to know what a color actually looks like is a blessing, no more

loose leaf pages to ruffle through and tend to get lost, or misplaced. Everything under one roof or

shall we say cover.. I LOVE IT!!! And I definitely recommend it to everybody no matter where you

are in you coloring, etc.,..My only complaint is.. Why didn't I think of something like this and be

making the money..LOL

It is a very handy reference book to keep Colour charts, favourite blends, colour practice on hair,

skin, clothes etc. Only negative is not enough colour charts.

Definitely recommend getting this. It's so helpful for keeping track of your color collection and makes

it easier to figure out what colors to use in a picture or blend together.

Great product, great price 2 day free shipping with  Prime at my time of purchase made it an even

better deal.

This book is a great idea. It has pages of clothes, skin, nature, and more to color and notate

combinations of colors. I think it's going to be a great learning tool for me. I'm looking forward to

practicing my shading and color combinations

This is exactly what I needed! Find the video she made showing what's all inside to completely

understand what it is. Every colorist and artist should have this! I can not thank you enough for

thinking of it!!

a great help for students learning how to create realistic skin

This book is great! I love being able to keep track of my color combos and have a visual guide for

each color.I wish there was a watercolor version!!
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